WOW TALK SERIES presents

Distributed Intelligence for Online Situational Awareness and Resilience in Power Grids
Payman Dehghanian, Electrical and Computer Engineering

AI in Traffic Engineering: From Computer Vision to Incident Detection in a Connected Transportation Environment
Samer Hamdar, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Explainable AI and Observational Data in Clinical Research
Qing Zeng, SMHS Clinical Research and Leadership

Weds, September 8, 2021 - 4:00 pm via Zoom

All are invited to the WoW TALK (What’s our Work) Seminar Series. These short talks (15 minutes each) are designed to introduce faculty and students to current and exciting research projects, to initiate discussion and collaboration, and to share expertise at GW.

More info on this and past events: blogs.gwu.edu/ccasresearch/events